Introduction
1. It is the purpose of this paper to develop in some detail the structure of the manifolds determined by systems of difference polynomials. Our results will necessarily be confined to the case of polynomials in an abstract field, since a suitable existence theorem for analytic difference equations is not available. The ideal theory, developed by J. F. Ritt and H. W. Raudenbush (1) for abstract systems of difference polynomials, is therefore fundamental in our work.
2. In Part I of our paper we describe a theoretical method for elimination of unknowns in systems of algebraic difference equations.
We employ this method to prove analogues for difference fields of fundamental theorems of algebra on field extensions. With the aid of these results we show in Theorem III that the number of arbitrary (2) unknowns in a prime difference ideal is constant for all possible choices of sets of arbitrary unknowns.
3. Part II is concerned with the manifold of a single algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in an abstract field. A factorization process for polynomials in analytic fields was developed by J. F. Ritt(3) in determinining the maximum number of irreducible manifolds, not held by polynomials of zero order, in the decomposition of the manifold of a first order difference polynomial. In Theorem IV we show that, when the Ritt factorization process is applied to a polynomial A in an abstract field, each of the polynomial sequences it produces actually determines a prime ideal held by A but not by any polynomial of lower order than A. Furthermore, all such prime ideals are obtained in this way. This constitutes a form of existence theorem for difference polynomials in abstract fields, and is fundamental in the further development of the theory.
The irreducible manifolds of A determined by the factorization process we call the general solution of A. We shall see that, if A is of first order, all solutions are included in the general solution. This result confirms, in a genPresented to the Society, April 17, 1948 ; received by the editors May 17, 1947. eral way, the heuristic statements of Boole(4) concerning first order difference polynomials.
However, a simple example will be given to show that polynomials of higher order may have solutions not included in the general solution and therefore constituting essential singular manifolds similar to those familiar in the theory of algebraic differential equations.
The structure of these manifolds awaits exploration.
Finally Part II presents certain detailed information concerning the basic sets of the general solution and provides a constructive method for determining whether or not a given polynomial holds the general solution. Examples are given illustrating the possible complexity of structure of the general solution.
4. In Part III we return to consideration of more general systems in abstract fields. Theorem IX is a general result on the nature of the basic sets of reflexive prime ideals. In combination with the results of Part I this theorem leads to a complete description of the dimensionality of such systems. We return to the elimination problem and construct a form of resolvent system for prime difference ideals. The unknowns of the ideal are determined uniquely in terms of the solutions of the resolvent system. Peculiarly, the uniqueness does not imply that the unknowns of the ideal may be determined from the resolvent unknown by means of linear equations. Rather, we have, in general, a system of zero order equations, not necessarily of first degree, in combination with difference polynomials of higher order. Systems of this sort, having unique solutions, we term quasi-linear(6).
5. We take our notation and nomenclature from R and from the paper Complete difference ideals^), with additions explained in the context. We follow the latter paper in distinguishing as reflexive those difference ideals which contain a polynomial A if they contain its transform, and dropping this requirement from the definition of difference ideal. We shall not employ a functional notation such as y(x), y(x-fT) to denote an unknown and its transforms. Unknowns will be denoted by lower case letters and polynomials by upper case letters. Subscripts, when other meanings are not specifically assigned to them, indicate a transform of order equal to the subscript.
It will always be assumed that there is an underlying difference field which contains the coefficients of the polynomials under discussion. We consider only fields of characteristic zero. We shall make constant use of the theory of systems of algebraic equations in the form presented by J. F. Ritt in chap. IV of his book Differential equations from the algebraic standpoint^).
In particular we require the theorem stated in §45 of that work with the obvious adaptations necessary for applica-(4) Boole, Calculus of finite differences, 3d ed., 1880, chap. X, particularly article 21.
(s) This terminology was suggested by J. F. Ritt.
(•) J. F. Ritt, Amer. J. Math. vol. 63 (1941) p. 681. tion to abstract fields(8). We conclude, from this theorem and its proof, that if Ai, ■ ■ • , An is an ascending set of algebraic polynomials which possesses a regular solution, but which is not the basic set of a prime ideal, an equation, fif2 ■ ■ ■ iTSiiTA, -GiG2 ■ ■ ■ Gr] = LiAi + L2A2 + ■ ■ ■ + Lt-Uk-u holds for some k^n. The G¿ are here polynomials reduced with respect to Ai, • • • , Ah, T a polynomial of class lower than Ak, and reduced with respect to A\, • • • , Ak-i, the Li polynomials of class not exceeding At, and the Hi integers.
The reader should note that many common terms, such as "polynomial," "ascending set," "reduced,"
are required both in their algebraic sense, as they are employed in chap. IV of A.D.E., and in the sense of the theory of difference polynomials.
Wherever necessary to avoid confusion we have used the adjective "algebraic" to distinguish the former of the two meanings. It should also be noted that a given field, polynomial, or system of polynomials is sometimes spoken of in terms of its purely algebraic properties, sometimes in terms of these properties and the transforming operation.
We have not thought it desirable to employ separate symbols for the same entity in each of these connotations.
Part I. Extensions of difference fields 6. We shall say that an element / is transformally algebraic^) over a dif" ference field J if / annuls a nonzero difference polynomial with coefficients in J. If t is not transformally algebraic we say it is transformally transcendental. We prove the following lemma:
Let an extension 3C of a field J be formed by adjoining toja set of elements ai each of which is transformally algebraic over J. Let t be transformally algebraic over 3C. Then t is transformally algebraic over J.
There exists a nonzero polynomial B in an unknown z with coefficients in 3C, which is annulled when z is replaced by ¿. The coefficients of B are rational combinations with coefficients in J of the transforms of a finite number of elements of the set a¿. We represent these elements by b\, b2, • ■ ■ , ba. If we replace each bi in B by y, we obtain a polynomial B' in z with coefficients which (8) The solutions defined in this theorem become, in the abstract case, algebraic functions of Mi, «2, • • • , uq, or what is the same thing, elements of an algebraic extension of ^(wi, • • • , uq), where y is the coefficient field. The necessity proof may be adopted without essential alteration. In the proof of sufficiency ( §48 of A.D.E.) we do not, of course, form solutions for the particular values of the Ui-We merely observe that the polynomial Giifi of A.D.E. becomes, after substitution of the solutions, a zero element in an extension of ^(«1, ■ • • , uq). Then either Gi or Hi must be a zero element, and the proof continues as in A.D.E.
(9) We parallel here a terminology suggested by E. R. Kolchin for differential fields. The old term "algebraically transcendental"
does not permit of distinction between difference and differential fields. See Kolchin, Extensions of differential fields, II, Ann. of Math. (2) vol. 45 (1944) .
are rational combinations of the y,-and their transforms. Let B' be multiplied by the least common denominator of its coefficients. There results a polynomial C in unknowns yu y2, ■ • ■ , ys; z, whose coefficients are in J.
Let A be the prime reflexive difference ideal consisting of all difference polynomials in the unknowns yi, y2, ■ ■ • , ys; z, with coefficients in J, which are annulled when each y, is replaced by bi, and z is replaced by t. Evidently the polynomial C is in A. Since the bi are transformally algebraic over J, A contains a nonzero polynomial in each y< separately.
Our lemma will follow immediately if we can show that A contains a nonzero polynomial in z alone.
7. For this purpose we shall select a sequence of finite systems of polynomials of A, to be called cycles of A, which we proceed to describe. In forming the cycles we shall deal at any one time with a finite number of the transforms y a of the y,-, and z< of z. We shall treat these transforms as variables in the sense of algebra and adopt various conventions for ordering them as we proceed. We now describe the construction of the first cycle.
We shall be concerned only with y a at this stage, and we shall order them so that ya precedes y*¡ if i<k, or if i = k and j<l. We know that A contains nonzero polynomials in the yn only. The first polynomial A^ of the first cycle is chosen to be a polynomial of lowest rank(10) among all such polynomials.
A is held by a polynomial in the y2¡ alone, and therefore reduced, in the algebraic sense, with respect to the first polynomial of the cycle. Of all polynomials in the yi, and y2j, effectively involving y2o or some transform of y2o, reduced with respect to the first polynomial of the cycle, and involving no transform of yio higher than those occurring in the first polynomial of the cycle, we choose one which is algebraically lowest for the second polynomial A2l) of the cycle. We note that the initial of A^ is lower than A2\ and reduced with respect to Ai\ and so does not hold A. Observing now that A is held by a polynomial in y3 alone, we select a lowest polynomial A^ of A which is algebraically reduced with respect to the ascending set A^, A2l)', effectively involves transforms of y3, but of no y¿ with i>3, and does not involve any transform of yi or y2 higher than those occurring in A i1', A^. The initial of A(3l) is not in A.
We see that we may continue this process and obtain the entire first cycle Ai\ A2\ • • • , A{p. These polynomials, considered algebraically, form an ascending set. They hold A, but their initials are not in A.
We shall now form some additional cycles involving y¿; only. During the formation of these cycles a new ordering is to be ascribed to the y a when they are considered as algebraic variables. Those ya which are effectively present, or whose transforms are effectively present, in the first cycle will retain the ordering they had in the formation of that cycle. The second cycle will introduce the next higher transform of each yit i = \, 2, • • ■ , s, and these will (10) In the sense of A.D.E. for the ordering we have just assigned.
follow the already ordered unknowns, and have among themselves the order of their first subscripts. The third cycle will introduce the next higher transform of each y¿ than occurred in the second cycle, and these will be ordered so as to follow the unknowns of the first two cycles and have among themselves the order of their first subscripts.
Continuing, we may order the y a occurring in an arbitrarily large number of cycles. In the following section of this proof, we shall mean, by the rank or class of an algebraic polynomial, that rank or class determined by the ordering just described.
8. We specify that the mth polynomial, Am, of the ¿th cycle must have the following properties:
(a) It must hold A. (d) It must involve no transform of any y,-, except the one specified in (c), which is not present, or some transform of which is not present, in preceding polynomials of the cycles (that is, in polynomials A$' with r<k or r = k and p<m).
(e) It must be reduced algebraically with respect to all preceding polynomials of the cycles.
(f) Among all polynomials with properties (a) through (e) it must be one which is lowest in the algebraic sense.
The polynomials of the first cycle satisfy these conditions. We shall show that polynomials with properties (a) through (e) exist assuming that the polynomials of the first k -l cycles and, if m>\, the first m -1 polynomials of the &th cycle have been obtained. Then we may select among the polynomials satisfying the other conditions one which is lowest, so that (f) is also satisfied. It will follow by induction that we may obtain polynomials A\, , b = 1, 2, • • • , s, for any a, and so obtain an arbitrarily large number of cycles.
We observe that the polynomials Af,A(¿\ ■ ■ ■ , Alx) ; Af, Af \ ■ • • , Af];
• • • ; Af1, Af1, • • • , Am-i form an ascending algebraic set. We form the remainder R of the first transform of Am~l) with respect to this set. We say that R satisfies conditions (a) through (e).
It is obvious that (a) and (e) are satisfied. We prove ( where the ßa,b are integers, the Kf1 difference polynomials, and /¿0) is the the algebraic initial of Af1. The indices ranges over all values occurring in polynomials which precede Af1 in the cycles; and in (^4*_1))i the subscript 1 denotes transforming.
Let n be the highest power of ymw in (Am )i-Then (1) shows that the coefficient of ymw in R is I,
where the Lf1 are difference polynomials, and the subscript 1 denotes transforming. I does not hold A since initials of already constructed polynomials in the cycles do not. Then J is a fortiori not zero and is the actual initial of R. Thus (b) and (c) are satisfied, (d) follows from equation (1) when it is remembered that the Kbal need involve no y,y not present in the previously constructed polynomials of the cycles and 0¡4*_1))i. This completes the proof that an arbitrarily large number of cycles can be constructed.
9. There exists a nonzero polynomial in A, namely the C described in §6, which effectively involves z. Among all such polynomials let D be one which is lowest when considered as a difference polynomial in z, and whose initial is not in A.
Let t be an integer such that there occur in the first t-I cycles constructed in §8 higher transforms of each y¿ than the highest present in D. We shall retain only these cycles of §8, and construct higher cycles in which z appears effectively. We shall number these the tth, (t-{-\)th cycle, and so on, and shall continue to use the notation Af? for the wth polynomial of the ßth cycle in the new sense. Each cycle following the (t -l)th will contain s + l polynomials.
The first 5 polynomials of the rth cycle are to be the s polynomials of the tth cycle of §8 without change. We shall now construct the remaining polynomial of this cycle. Let D be of order r in z. We introduce a new ordering of the unknowns. The y¿,-present thus far in the cycles are to retain their original ordering among themselves, z, zu ■ ■ ■ , zr-i are to precede all these y,y, while zT is to follow them.
With this ordering let 5 be the remainder of D with respect to the algebraic ascending set consisting of the cycles available at this point. 5 can be obtained from an expression similar to the right-hand member of (1) with D replacing (^4*_1))i. If D is of degree p in zr, we see that the coefficient J of z, in 5 is given by an expression similar to the right-hand member of (2) with the initial of D (which is the same in either the sense of algebra or the theory of difference polynomials) replacing that of (Am~l))i-It follows that J is not in A, and a fortiori is not zero. Thus J is the initial of 5, and 5 is of the same rank as D when considered as a difference polynomial in z.
We now construct an arbitrarily large number of additional cycles of s + 1 polynomials each. The mth polynomial, Am\ of the ¿th cycle must satisfy conditions (a) through (f) of §8, with the understanding that we are to write y,+i for z. This understanding is also to be observed in the ordering to be assigned to the unknowns when considered as algebraic variables, and this ordering is then to be carried out precisely as described in §8. We may now prove that an arbitrarily large number of additional cycles can be constructed by following word for word the proof of §8.
10. We consider the ascending set
No polynomial P in the prime ideal A is reduced with respect to that ascending set (3) for which A^1 and P are of the same class when considered as algebraic polynomials with the ordering of the unknowns which arises when sufficient cycles have been constructed to contain higher transforms of each y< and z than occur in P. For let P be reduced with respect to that ascending set. We write Pi for P, R2 for the initial of P in the algebraic sense, P3 for the initial of Ri, and so on. Let T be the P, of smallest subscript such that Ri+i does not hold A.
Suppose first that T is of greater order in z than the polynomial D of the preceding paragraph.
Since the class of T, considered algebraically, exceeds that of D, T satisfies the conditions (a) through (e) at that stage in the formation of the cycles where the class of T equals the class of the transform whose presence is required by condition (c). Now the assumption about P shows that T is algebraically lower than the polynomial of the same class in the cycles. But this contradicts the fact that the polynomials of the cycles fulfill condition (f).
We next suppose that T is not of greater order than D in z, in which case it must be of lower degree in the highest transform of z which it contains, or of lower order than D in z. It then follows from the definition of D that T is either free of z or that its initial, when it is considered as a difference polynomial in z, holds A. In the latter case let 7\ represent the initial of T. If Pi contains z we let P2 be its initial when considered as a difference polynomial in z. Continuing, we eventually obtain a polynomial T' in A free of z. Let 5i be the initial of T' considered as an algebraic polynomial, 52 the initial of Si and so on. We let 5 be the Si of least subscript such that 5¿+i does not hold A. If T is free of z we let 5 be T. Now S satisfies conditions (a) through (e) at that stage in the formation of the cycles where the class of 5 equals the class of the transform whose presence is required by (c). Reasoning as above we again obtain a contradiction.
This proves the statement concerning the ascending set (3) made at the head of this section.
11. We shall show that the ascending set (3) is the basic set of a prime system(n).
The product of the initials of the polynomials of (3) does not hold A. We consider a solution of A not annulling this product. This solution is a regular solution of (3) in the sense required by the theorem of §45 of (") Following the convenient usage of Chapter IV of A.D.E. we employ this term to denote a prime ideal of algebraic polynomials in a finite number of unknowns, while the term "prime ideal," unless we specifically state otherwise, means prime difference ideal.
A.D.E. It is a consequence of that theorem, and of the existence of a regular solution, that if (3) is not the basic set of a prime system there is an equation (4) (iAl»r ■ ■ ■ (w) '-[ta r -cid ■.
. ck] = s 4^ ?, where the pi,j are integers, the Ly1 and T difference polynomials, and 1$ is the initial of A/1. The sum on the right-hand side extends over all polynomials Af1 preceding Af1 in (3), and each G< is a polynomial of the class of Af1, which involves no unknowns not occurring in (3), and is reduced with respect to (3). Then no G¿ can hold A, and consequently their product cannot. This contradicts equation (4), and it must follow that every set (3) is the basic set of a prime system. We see that the unconditioned unknowns(12) in any such prime system are the transforms of z of lower order than D in z and the transforms of each y,-which are of lower order than A[x) in y¿. Each new cycle, after the cycle containing D, introduces an additional transform of z. If we choose enough cycles we obtain the basic set of a prime system ty in which the transforms of z outnumber the unconditioned unknowns. Then ty is held by a nonzero polynomial F in the z< alone. Then PV, where P is some product of powers of initials of the Af1, is a linear combination of the Af and therefore holds A.
Then F holds A. This proves the lemma.
12. We shall say that an element t of an extension X of a difference field J is transformally dependent on a set M of elements of 3C with respect to J if / annuls a nonzero difference polynomial with coefficients in the field obtained by adjoining to J the elements of M. In other words, t depends on M if it is transformally algebraic over J(M). A set of elements M in an extension of J will be said to depend on a set N in the same extension of J if each element of M is transformally dependent on A with respect to J. Two further definitions will be of use. Sets M and N in an extension of J will be said to be equivalent if each depends transformally on the other relative to J. A set will be called reducible or irreducible according to whether it does or does not depend on any proper subset of itself.
With the aid of the lemma of §6, and the definitions just given, we may now transfer word for word the methods used by H. W. Raudenbush(13) for differential fields to prove the following analogue of the theorem of Steinitz : Theorem I. Every set contains an equivalent irreducible subset. In particular an extension X of a difference field J which is not a transformally algebraic ex-(12) We again follow a convention of A.D.E. and reserve the term "unconditioned unknowns" for algebraic systems, and the term "arbitrary unknowns," which will be defined formally in §13, for systems of difference (or differential) equations. The formal definitions are identical, mutatis mutandis.
(13) H. W. Raudenbush, Differential fields and ideals of differential forms, Ann. of Math.
(2) vol. 34 (1933) p. 513.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use tension of J may be obtained by the adjunction of an irreducible set followed by a transformally algebraic extension.
Again following Raudenbush we may prove the theorem(14) :
If an extension X of the field J is equivalent to two irreducible subsets, M and N, then M and N are of the same potency.
Using Theorem II we see that we may define the degree of transformal transcendency of an extension X of a difference field J as the potency of an equivalent irreducible subset of X. It may, of course, be possible to select several different sets of arbitrary unknowns for any one ideal. For prime ideals, however, we have the following theorem.
Theorem
III. All sets of arbitrary unknowns of a reflexive prime difference ideal contain the same number of unknowns.
Let S be a reflexive prime difference ideal in the unknowns Mi, m2, • • • , uq; yi, Ji, ' ' ' , Vp, the Ui constituting a set of arbitrary unknowns. Let J be the coefficient field of 2.
It is shown in R that the quotient-field X of the remainder classes of 2 contains a general point solution of S(16). Let Ui = ait i = l, ■ ■ ■ , q; y¿ = j3i, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , p be the values of the unknowns in this general point solution. Then X is formed by adjoining the a¿ and ßi to J.
The «i annul no difference polynomial with coefficients in J, for otherwise 2 would contain a polynomial in the m< alone. Thus the a,-constitute an irreducible set. Since 2 contains, for each /, a nonzero polynomial in y¡ and the Ui only, it follows that each ßj is transformally dependent on the at. Finally, we note that each element of X is, in a trivial way, transformally algebraic over the field obtained by adjoining the a¡ and j3, to J, and therefore, by the (") We shall be concerned particularly with the case in which at least one of the sets mentioned in the theorem is known to be finite. A simpler proof is possible when this occurs.
See van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra, vol. I, pp. 104-109 and 210-212, Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., New York.
(15) By the general point, or general point solution, of a reflexive prime ideal with coefficients in a field jf, we shall mean any solution, however obtained, lying in an extension of jf and annulling no polynomial with coefficients in jf which is not in the ideal. lemma stated in §6, transformally algebraic over the field resulting when the a, are adjoined to J. It follows that the o¡¿ constitute an equivalent irreducible subset of X relative to J. The number q of the a( is the degree of transformal transcendency of X relative to J. It follows that the number of unknowns in a set of arbitrary unknowns of 2 is a constant, namely the degree of transformal transcendency relative to J of the quotient-field of the remainder classes of 2. Thus Theorem III is proved.
Part II. Polynomials in one unknown 14. Let J be an abstract difference field, and A a difference polynomial in the unknown y with coefficients in J. It is assumed that A is algebraically irreducible in J, and that it effectively involves y0. Let n be the order of A in y, and r its degree in y". Let At denote the ith transform of A.
In order to study the separation of the manifold of A into irreducible manifolds we shall construct sets of elements which annul A and its transforms. We adjoin to J the transcendental elements ait i -Q, ■ ■ ■ , n -1, to form the field Ji. Ji is not a difference field since the transforms of the a¿ are not defined. The elements we shall construct will be algebraic over Ji, and shall be referred to as the algebraic solutions of A. They do not necessarily correspond to any solutions of A in a difference field.
We start the formation of the algebraic solutions by letting yi=cii, i = 0, • • • , n -1. Upon substituting these values into A we obtain a polynomial in y" with coefficients in Ji, and irreducible in that field. This polynomial will be annulled by an element in a suitable algebraic extension of Ji. We select such an element as the value of yn in the algebraic solution.
To continue the algebraic solution to higher transforms of y we must first show that no polynomial in yi, • • • , y" is annulled by the portion of the solution so far obtained. Let B be any such polynomial. We form the resultant R of A and B considered as polynomials in y". A and B can have no factors in common so that R cannot be identically zero. R is annulled by all common solutions of A and B. Since R does not involve yn it certainly cannot vanish when the beginning of an algebraic solution, which has already been determined, is substituted into it. It follows that B also does not vanish. This proves the statement.
In particular, the initial of ^4i and its discriminant as a polynomial in y"+i are not annulled by this solution, so that .41 becomes, on substituting for yn, • • • , yn their values in the algebraic solution, a polynomial of degree r in yn+i, which has no repeated factor. We continue the algebraic solution by letting y"+i be an element in an algebraic extension of Ji which annuls this polynomial.
The process we have used may be continued to provide solutions for every Ai. To prove this we assume that solutions have been found in this way for A, ■ ■ ■ , Ak-We make the additional inductive hypothesis that the solutions so far obtained annul no polynomial in y*, • • • , yn+k-i-Our inductive hypotheses are known to be satisfied for A itself.
We show first that Ak has no factor free of yk. Suppose it has such a factor T, and let yi+k be a transform of y which appears effectively in T. We consider the coefficients, Si, of the powers of y in A. The Si, as polynomials in y¡, have a resultant system which includes a nonvanishing polynomial D; for they have no common factor. D is a linear combination of the Si. The ¿th transform of D is then a linear combination of the coefficients of y* in Ak, and is free of yi+k. It follows that these coefficients can have no factor involving yi+k-This contradicts the fact that yi+k appears in T, and proves our statement.
Let B be any polynomial in y*+i, • • • , yn+k-Then B and Ak are relatively prime. The resultant R of B and Ak, considered as polynomials in yB+*, is a nonzero polynomial in yk, ■ ■ • , yn+*-i, which holds all common solutions of B and Ak-We know that R is not annulled by the solutions assumed in our inductive hypothesis. It follows immediately that B does not vanish for these solutions. This proves the latter part of the hypothesis.
The initial of Ak+i, and its discriminant when it is considered as a polynomial in y"+*+i> cannot be annulled by the solutions so far determined.
It follows that by substituting any of these solutions into Ak+i we obtain a polynomial of degree r in y"+&+i which has no repeated factors. We continue the algebraic solutions by letting yn+k+i be an element in an algebraic extension of Ji which annuls this polynomial. This completes the construction of the algebraic solutions. Let C be a polynomial of order s^n which vanishes for all algebraic solutions of A. We substitute the values of y,-, 0 ^i <s, in some algebraic solution, into Cand Aa-n-Cmust become a multiple of A,-n after the substitution, for otherwise we could find a value of ys which, together with the previously determined values of y0, yi, • • • , y,_i, annuls Ae-n but does not annul C. We note that C must be of degree at least r in ys if the coefficients of powers of y, in C do not all vanish for every algebraic solution.
15. We now consider the system A, A', A", • • • , A<-k\ ■ • • , where Aik) is obtained by taking the algebraic remainder with respect to A, • • • , Aik~1) of Ak, using the ordering y, yu • • ■ , yn+k, of the unknowns. Evidently every A{k) and every transform of the Am will be annulled by the algebraic solutions.
Let Im represent the coefficient of yTn+m in A^m). Let Jm represent the mth transform of the coefficient of yrn in A. We have already seen that no Jm is annulled by any algebraic solution. I0 = Jo is therefore not annulled by such solutions. Since
where the ju¿ are integers and the 5¿ difference polynomials, we see inductively that no Im vanishes for any algebraic solution, and, in particular, that none is zero. Then Im is the initial of Alm). Consideration of the successive transforms of the preceding equation shows that no transform of any Im is annulled by the algebraic solutions.
It may be that every set A, ■ ■ ■ , Aw, considered as an ascending set of algebraic polynomials in the field J, is the basic set of a prime system. If this is not so, consider the shortest such set which is not. The existence of algebraic solutions assures that there will be a relation
where the ßi are integers, and the Sit G,-, and T polynomials. T and each G¿ are reduced with respect to A, A', ■ ■ ■ , ^4(i_1), and T is free of yn+k.
The polynomials vanishing for algebraic solutions of A, A', ■ ■ • , ^4(*-1) form a prime system ^ which is not held by T. Then some linear combination of T and polynomials of ip is a polynomial L in y0, ■ • • , y"_i only. This is an application of the principle that the dimensionality of a prime algebraic ideal is greater than that of any of its proper extensions. No transform of L vanishes for any algebraic solution. Every polynomial of \p has zero remainder with respect to A, A', ■ ■ ■ , A(-k~v' so that all its transforms vanish for all algebraic solutions. Then no transform of T is annulled by any algebraic solution. Similarly, no transform of an initial of !any G¿ 'is annulled by the algebraic solutions.
¡ I The degrees r{ of the G» in yn+k total r. Let the elements of an algebraic solution be substituted for y0, • • • , yn+*-i in A{k) and the G,. Then Gi ■ • ■ G" becomes a multiple of A(k). Since no G, is annulled by these substitutions, it follows that the polynomials resulting from the G< have no repeated factors or factors in common. Thus any extension of the beginning of an algebraic solution to a solution of Aw will annul precisely one G¿, and there will exist algebraic solutions annulling any G¡.
Every algebraic solution of A, • ■ • , A'-k~1) may thus be extended to an algebraic solution which annuls any G¿. Upon substituting the elements of such a solution into A(i+l) the latter becomes a polynomial of degree r in yn+jb+i which has no repeated factors. We use a second subscript to denote transforms of the Gi. Then the transform of equation (1) shows that the Gji,j=I, ■ ■ ■ , p, become polynomials of degree r, which have no repeated or common factors. Thus some extension of the algebraic solution to a solution of 4<i+I> can be found which annuls Gmi, for any given m, and, of course, annuls no other Gjt. In particular, there will be solutions annulling any G¿ and its transform. In the remainder of this proof we shall be concerned only with solutions of this type.
We proceed in this manner to select algebraic solutions of A which annul sets of the form A, ■ • ■ , ^4W_1); G{, ■ ■ ■ , Gim, • • ■ . By a process of taking remainders we construct from these sets systems of the type A, ■ ■ • , A (*_1) ; Gf1, • • • , Gi"1, • ■ ■ which have the property that, when interrupted at any point, the beginning of the sequence constitutes an ascending set of algebraic polynomials in the field J. Of course these systems are annulled by the appropriate algebraic solutions, while initials and transforms of initials of the polynomials of the systems are not. If we replace y, yi, • • • , y¡, t = k-\-m-\-n in G1(m+1) by elements of an algebraic solution annulling the corresponding system, G[m+11 becomes a polynomial of degree r< in yi+i which has no repeated factor.
It may be that all the ascending sets obtained as in the last paragraph are basic sets of prime systems. If not, new factorization equations similar to (1) may be obtained. These may be treated in the same manner. The number of factorizations obtainable is limited by the degree of A in y". We see that we obtain s sequences, l^sár, which we may represent
, which have the property that the finite sets obtained by discarding all polynomials beyond any given point in the sequence are all basic sets of prime systems. We shall refer to these sequences as the basic sequences of A. Each Bio is of course A.
16. We let Akj be the prime system of which Bko, • ■ • , Bk¡ is a basic set and form the union, for fixed k, of the systems An/. We represent this union by A*. A*, is evidently a prime algebraic ideal in the unknowns y,y.
We shall see that each A«, is a reflexive prime difference ideal. The polynomials of A* are exactly those which are annulled by the algebraic solutions of Pfto, •••.
The initials and transforms of initials of the Bkj are therefore not in A*. On the other hand, the transforms of the Bkj themselves are in A*. If R is any polynomial in A«,, some product P of powers of the initials of the Bkj exists such that PR is a linear combination of the Bkj. Then the product of the transform of P by the transform of R is a linear combination of transforms of the Bkj and is therefore in Aft. Since the transform of P is not in the ideal Aft, the transform of R is in this ideal.
Let Si, the transform of S, hold Aft. Then S is of order n+h, h^O. We shall show that 5 holds the prime system ty with basic set Pft0, Bki, • ■ • , Bkh, and is therefore in A*. If not there exists a polynomial U in y0, • ■ • , y"_i,
where the D{ are in ty, and therefore in A*. Using the subscript 1 to denote transforming we have Ui = MiSi + £ NiiDn.
Si and the Du are in A*. Then Ui is in Aft and vanishes for all algebraic solutions which annul its basic sequence. This is impossible since Ui involves only yi, • ■ ■ , y". Therefore 51 is in A*.
These facts complete the proof that each A& is a reflexive prime difference ideal. Evidently no Aft holds any other for each is annulled by algebraic solutions annulling no other.
17. Let A be any essential prime ideal in the decomposition of {.4} which is not held by a polynomial of order lower than A. (1) holds A. In either case there is, perhaps after a change of notation, a basic set Pao, • • • , Bh.m+i such that Bh.m+i holds A. The initial of Bh,m+i is reduced with respect to Bhn, • • • , Bhm-It is therefore not in ty, and so, by the remark of the preceding paragraph, cannot hold A. Thus our statement is proved. We see by induction that A is held by all polynomials of some basic sequence Bho, Bhi, • ■ ■ , but not by their initials. Then A must be held by Aa. Now A can contain no polynomial not in Aa. For if 5 is any polynomial not in Aa there is, as we have seen, a linear combination of S and polynomials of Aa which is of order n -1. But A is held by no polynomial of this order. It follows that the Aft are essential prime ideals in the decomposition of {A} and are the only such ideals not held by a polynomial of order less than n; indeed, our last remark shows that there are not even ideals containing some A¿ as a proper subideal and not held by a polynomial lower than A. This completes the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem IV. Let A be an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in a difference field J, which is of order n and degree r in y" and effectively involves yn-(16) There may be several ideals At whose basic sequences begin with Bho, • • • , Bhm, and therefore several possible values for the subscript h. As we proceed from m to m + 1 the set of allowable values of the subscripts may diminish. We assume that the notation is then changed, if necessary, so as to assign to A a value permissible for m + 1 (and therefore certainly for m).
There exist at least one and at most r essential prime ideals in the decomposition of {A } which are not held by any polynomial of order less than n. These ideals are the reflexive prime ideals determined by the basic sequences constructed above.
We may speak of an algebraic solution of A which annuls all the polynomials of a basic sequence of A as an algebraic solution of that basic sequence. Let Ç(17) represent the field obtained by adjoining to J an algebraic solution of the basic sequence of the prime ideal Aft as defined in Theorem IV. Ç consists of all rational combinations, with coefficients in J, of the elements of the algebraic solution. The quotient field X of the remainder classes of A* consists of all rational combinations, with coefficients in J, of the remainder classes corresponding to yo, yi, • • • . These remainder classes satisfy the same algebraic relations as the elements of an algebraic solution; for both annul all polynomials of A* and no others. Than Ç must be algebraically isomorphic with X. Then we can also introduce an isomorphic differencing operation into Ç. The transform of the element corresponding to y¡ in an algebraic solution will be the element corresponding to y,+i. Thus Ç becomes a difference field and the algebraic solution of the basic sequence becomes a general point solution of A«;.
The field Ç is generated by transcendental adjunctions to J of elements corresponding to y, yi, • • • , yn-i, followed by algebraic adjunctions. It follows that its degree of transcendence over J, in the sense of algebra, is n. 18. Polynomials in several unknowns. Theorem IV may be extended to the case of a polynomial A in a dependent unknown y and arbitrary unknowns «li m2, ■ • • , uq.
We first consider A as a polynomial in the field J (ui, u2, ■ • • , uq) and construct, by means of Theorem IV, the prime ideals 2; holding the essential irreducible manifolds of A. Those polynomials of 2¿ whose coefficients are integral in the m,-obviously constitute a reflexive prime difference ideal A< in the ring J[uit • ■ • , uq, y}. Each A¿ is held by A, and no two A,-are identical.
Let A be any reflexive prime difference ideal of the ring J [ui, ■ ■ • , uq; y] wThich is held by A. We denote by 2 the set of polynomials in y, with coefficients in 7(mi, • • • , m3), which, when multiplied by some suitable integral expression in the m¿ become polynomials of A. Evidently 2 is a reflexive ideal. Furthermore it is a prime ideal. For let MN hold 2. There exists a polynomial U in the m,-such that MNU thought of as a polynomial in the m< and y holds A. Then either MU or NU holds A, and consequently either M or N must be in 2. If 2 includes unity A is held by a polynomial in the m,-alone. Otherwise, as we have seen in the proof of Theorem IV, either 2 is identical with some 2,-, and consequently A with some A¿, or 2, and therefore A, are held by some polynomial of lower order than A in y.
(") Ç is not a difference field.
For the basic sequence of each A< we may use polynomials in A, which are appropriate multiples of polynomials of a basic sequence of 2,-. We may now state the following generalized form of Theorem IV.
IV. Let A be an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in the unknowns U\, m2, • • • , uq; y, with coefficients in a difference field J, which is of order n in y and degree r in y", and effectively involves y0. There exist at least one and at most r essential prime ideals in the decomposition of {A} which are not held by any polynomial of order less than n in y. These ideals are the reflexive prime ideals corresponding to the basic sequences of A.
To construct algebraic solutions of the polynomial A we adjoin q elements Vi, Vi, • • ■ , vq to J. The extension is to be a transformally transcendental one so that no algebraic relations exist among the transforms Vy of the z>». We denote the extended difference field by J(Vi). We shall henceforth frequently have occasion to make such transformally transcendental extensions of a field J where the number of adjunctions, q in this case, equals the number of arbitrary unknowns of some prime ideal. The symbol J(v/) will be used to indicate adjunctions of this sort.
We We see that an algebraic solution of A will annul A and its transforms, but no polynomial of lower order than A in y, or free of y. Let C be a polynomial of order s in y which vanishes for all algebraic solutions. Then, on replacing the M<y by z>¿¿, we obtain a polynomial C which vanishes for all algebraic solutions of B. By the final remark of §14, and obvious considerations on the relations of algebraic solutions of C to those of C, we see that C must be of degree at least as great as A in their respective highest transforms of y, if the coefficients of powers of y" in C do not all vanish for every algebraic solution of A.
We now select certain algebraic solutions which annul basic sequences of A. Among the reflexive prime ideals in J(ví) determined by the essential irreducible manifolds of B, there are one or more ideals <£ft not held by any polynomial of lower order than B. Each <£* can be obtained from 2* of Theorem IV by replacing the Ui in the polynomials of the latter with Vi, and each 2ft gives rise in this way to some <ï>*. Then Uí¡ = Víj, yt=ßi may be chosen as an algebraic solution of a basic sequence of Aft of Theorem IV. It annuls the polynomials of A& and no others. As in the case of polynomials in one unknown, we may set up an algebraic isomorphism between the quotient-field Ç of the remainder classes of A* and the field resulting from the adjunction to J of an algebraic solution of a basic sequence. We may then define a transforming operation for the elements of the algebraic solution, which thus becomes a general point solution of A*. We note that Ç is of algebraic degree of transcendence n over J(v¡).
19. The effective order of difference polynomials. We shall now generalize our considerations still further so as to include polynomials in Mil • • ■ , uq; y, which are free of yo and not necessarily transforms of polynomials involving yo. We do not obtain an extension of Theorem IV to this case, but we shall prove results which are needed in Part III.
Let A be a polynomial in the unknown y and unknowns m,-, with coefficients in a difference field J. Let the order of A in y be n-\-k, and let yk, but no transform of y of order less than k, appear effectively in A. We shall define the effective order of A in y as n, the difference between the orders of the highest and lowest transforms of y effectively present. We denote by A+ the polynomial obtained from A by the substitution z = yk. We shall show that by means of this equation we can obtain a solution of A+ from any solution of A and, conversely, a solution of A from any solution of A+.
The first half of our statement is obvious. To prove the second it suffices to show that the equation Wi -c = 0 can always be solved for w when c is any element of a difference field. This is equivalent to stating that the perfect ideal {wi -c} does not contain unity. Suppose on the contrary that unity is in this ideal. Then there exists a finite number of transforms of Wi -c from which unity can be obtained in a finite number of steps by the processes of linear combination and shuffling. Throughout all steps of this process we take the transforms of the polynomials involved. Then we still obtain unity by a process involving only the first and higher transforms of w. We may therefore substitute Vi for w<+i, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , throughout.
Then unity will have been obtained by means of linear combinations and shufflings from v -c. But this is impossible since v = c annuls the ideal {v -c}. This proves our statement concerning {wi -c} and shows that the equation Wi -c = 0 may always be solved.
By solution of successive equations of the form wi -c = 0 we may solve yk-z = 0 and therefore obtain a solution of A from a solution of A+. Obviously, in any given extension of J there can exist at most one solution of A so obtained from any one solution of A+. We now assume that A is algebraically irreducible. Let B hold A, and let the substitution z = yk carry Bk into Bt. Then Bi holds A+ so that Bi must be of effective order at least n(n). Then B must be of effective order at least as great as that of A.
Among the reflexive prime ideals in the resolution of {.4} there must, from what we have just seen, be one or more not held by polynomials of effective order less than n. Let A be one such ideal. On substituting z = yk into those polynomials of A free of y, • • • , y*_i we obtain an ideal A+ held (18) This is an immediate consequence of results obtained in the course of proving Theorems IV and IV. For if B~£ holds A+ it must vanish for some algebraic solution of A+, and we have seen that no algebraic solution of A+ can annul a polynomial in fewer than n successive transforms of 2.
by A+ but by no polynomial of order less than n. It is easy to see that A+ is a prime reflexive ideal of order n so that it must be held by one of the ideals At obtained from A+ by the procedure of Theorem IV. Then A+ and AT/ must be identical. Two distinct ideals Ai, A2 of A give rise to distinct ideals Ai, A}. For let 5 be in Ai and not in A2. Then Sk is not in A2 and Si is in Ai but not in A?/.
Conversely, let A+ be a reflexive prime ideal of order n obtained from A+ as in Theorem IV. Let 2 be the system of polynomials resulting from A+ by the substitution of yi = z, and let A= {2}. Then A is prime. For let BC hold A. Then PT/Ct+(19) holds A+. Then either Bi or Ci holds A+ and either B or C is in A. A contains no polynomial of effective order less than n. For if it contained such a polynomial C, Ci would be a polynomial of A+ of effective order less than w. A is an essential ideal in the decomposition of {A}. For otherwise it contains a proper subideal A', which is an essential ideal in {A }. The intersection of A' and 2 must be a proper subset 2' of 2. 2' is an ideal which becomes, on replacing z by yk, a subideal A'+ of A+. But the manifold of A'+ must be identical with that of A+, since otherwise {A'+}, which contains A+, would hold but be distinct from A+. It is now easy to see that A and A' have identical manifolds. Then, since they are both perfect, they are identical, which contradicts the definition of A'. Finally, we consider two distinct ideals, AT/, A2, if such exist, obtained from A+ by the procedure of Theorem IV. The ideals Ai and A2 obtained as above from AT/ and Ai are distinct. For AT/ can be obtained from Ai and A} from A2 by the method of the preceding paragraph.
Then if Ai and A2 are identical so are AT/ and AT/. Ai cannot holdA2; for then AT/ would holdAj which is impossible by Theorem IV.
20. Consider any reflexive prime ideal A in the unknowns Mi, • • • , uq; y, the Ui arbitrary.
We may define the order and effective order of A in y as respectively the lowest of the orders and the effective orders in y of polynomials of A. The preceding section shows that, if A is of effective order n, there is a one-to-one correspondence between reflexive prime ideals of effective order n in the decomposition of {.4} and reflexive prime ideals of order n in the decomposition of {A + } (20). We shall now show that the effective order of a prime ideal A, as above, is (19) Throughout this discussion symbols with a superscript + will be used to represent the result obtained by the substitution z=yk. BC can be obtained from polynomials of 2 by shufflings and linear combinations.
Taking the £th transforms of all polynomials involved in this process, and substituting z=yt, we prove our result above. (20) It should be noted that the basic sets of the ideals obtained from {A J need not begin with A nor with a polynomial whose transform is A. In the footnote to §45, for example, we shall consider the prime ideal 2 with basic set y*-k, yi-k, where k is an element such that ki = k2. Let A =yi-k. Then A+ = z -k determines a single prime ideal of order zero. Then there is but one ideal of effective order zero held by y\-k. Evidently it must be 2. y* -k is the first polynomial of its basic set, and also of the ascending set y^-k, y\-\-k which is also the basic set of a prime ideal.
equal to the effective order of the first polynomial in its basic set. Then it will follow that the order and effective order of A are determined by the order and effective order of this polynomial. Let A, of order n-\-k and effective order n, be the first polynomial in the basic set of A. We make the usual substitution z = yk carrying A into A+. Those polynomials of A free of y, • • • , yk-i become, after this substitution, a prime reflexive ideal A+. A+ is the first polynomial in a basic set of A+, and is of order and effective order n. Theorem IV shows that A+ is of effective order n. Then the effective order of A must be n. For if A contained a polynomial C of effective order s<n, Ci would be a polynomial of A+ of effective order s. Our statement is proved. We shall now study the quotient field of the remainder classes of A. We introduce the field J(v/) as in §15. We say that the quotient field of the remainder classes of A is isomorphic to an extension Q of J(vi) which is of algebraic degree of transcendence over J(ví) equal to the order n+koi A. Furthermore, Ç contains a subfield X of degree of transcendence over J(Vi) equal to the effective order m of A and containing elements corresponding to all but a finite number of transforms of y. No subfield of Ç, or of any extension of J(vi) containing a general point of A, of lower degree of transcendence has this property.
The proof is by induction on the difference between the order and effective order of A. When this difference is zero, the existence of Ç follows from the remarks made after Theorem IV, and X may be taken to be Ç itself. No subfield of degree of transcendence over J(v/) less than the degree of transcendence n of X contains elements corresponding to all but a finite number of transforms of y. For then there would be an algebraic equation among fewer than n elements corresponding to successive transforms of y. Substituting ua for va and transforms of y for the corresponding elements of Ç, and multiplying by a polynomial in the M,y to remove denominators, one would obtain a difference equation of effective order less than n in y which is annulled by a general point of A. This contradicts the fact that A is of effective order n.
We now assume the truth of our statements when the order and effective order differ by less than k and proceed to prove them for order n+k and effective order n. We substitute w for yi in all polynomials of A free of y0. The resulting polynomials form a reflexive prime ideal A' of order n + k -1 and effective order ». An extension Q' of J(v¡) contains a general point of A', has degree of transcendence n-\-k -\ over J(v¡) and contains a subfield X' of order of transcendence n over J(v/) and containing elements corresponding to all but a finite number of transforms of w.
Let a be the element corresponding to w in Ç', and consider the equation yi = a. We have seen that this equation has a solution ß in an extension Ç of Ç'. It is easy to see that ß annuls all polynomials of A, for its transform, a, annuls their transforms when substituted for yi. It annuls no polynomial not in A since a cannot annul the transform of such a polynomial. Then ß is a general point of A. Ç may be constructed by identifying certain elements of the quotientfield of the remainder classes of {yi-<x}(21) with elements of Ç'. The other elements are all rational combinations of the remainder class ß corresponding to y, and its transforms.
But these transforms are simply transforms of a and are already included in Ç'. Thus Ç results from Ç' by the adjunction in the sense of algebra of a single element ß. Since Ç' is of degree of transcendence n + k -I over J(vi), Ç is of degree of transcendence n+k -I or n+k. But the former is impossible since it would imply that A is held by a polynomial of order n+k -1. Thus Ç is of degree of transcendence n+k over J(Vi) and no field of lower degree of transcendence contains a general point of A. For the subfield X of Ç, we may use the subfield of Ç' which contains all but a finite number of the elements corresponding to transforms of y. X is of order of transcendence n over J (v¡) . No subfield of Ç, or of any extension of J(v¿) containing a general point of A, which is of degree of transcendence less than n over J(vi), contains elements corresponding to all but a finite number of transforms of y; for, as in the case of k = 0, the existence of such a subfield would imply that A is held by a polynomial of effective order in y less than n.
We may summarize our results as follows : Let A be a reflexive prime difference ideal in y and arbitrary unknowns Ui. The order n+k and effective order n of A in y are equal respectively to the order and effective order in y of the first polynomial in its basic set. A general point of A lies in a field Ç obtained from J(vi) by n+k transcendental adjunctions followed by algebraic adjunctions, and not in any field obtained by fewer transcendental adjunctions. Ç has a subfield X containing all but a finite number of the transforms of y and of degree of transcendence n over J(v/). No field of lower degree of transcendence has this property.
21. Singular solutions. We have seen that an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial A in the unknown y has one or more essential manifolds not held by polynomials of lower effective order than A. Such a manifold we call an (essential) ordinary manifold of A, while all other essential manifolds will be known as essential singular manifolds of A. The totality of solutions of the ordinary manifolds constitutes the general solution of A.
Let A, for example, be the polynomial yy2+yi. Then yAi-A = yi(yy3 -1).
Evidently yy3 -1 vanishes for all solutions of A except y = 0, which constitutes a singular manifold. We shall see that first order difference polynomials have no singular manifolds. We prove, in fact, the following theorem.
Theorem V. An algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in one unknown and of effective order one has no essential singular manifolds.
22. Let A be an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in the unknown y and of effective order one. Let J be the coefficient field of A.
(21) We require the fact that {y\-a} is a prime ideal. This follows, by the correspondence of §19, from the fact that {z-a] is prime. It may also easily be proved directly.
Let 2 be a reflexive prime ideal of effective order zero which A holds. We shall show that the solutions of 2 are contained in some ordinary manifold of A.
We may assume that 2 and A are of order zero and one respectively.
For, if not, we can make them so by a transformation of the form w=y¿. Let y = M be a general point of 2. Upon making the substitution y=z+M, A becomes a polynomial A+ in z and Zi which vanishes when we put both z and Zi equal to zero, but not when we put z or zi alone equal to zero. It follows that A+ can be annulled formally by substituting for Zi a series z{ in positive rational powers of z which is not identically zero.
The exponents occurring in z{ have a common denominator k. The coefficients of the expansion lie in a field obtained from J(u) by a finite number of algebraic adjunctions. Now Theorem IV shows that, given a finite algebraic extension Ç' of a difference field Ç, there exists an extension Ç" of Ç' to which the transforming operation of Ç may be extended so that Ç" isa difference field containing Ç. For Ç' may be obtained from Ç, by adjoining a root of a single irreducible algebraic polynomial P. If we adjoin to Ça general point of one of the prime ideals At obtained from B as in Theorem IV, we obtain the difference field Ç". Then there exists a difference field Ji which is an extension of J(u) and contains all the coefficients of the series z{.
23. We now construct a formal series from z( by the following procedure. First we replace each coefficient by its transform in Ji. Next we replace z by Zi throughout the series. We call the resulting power series z2". There exists a formal power series in positive rational powers of z whose &th power is zi'. We replace z\,k by this series. z2 ' then becomes a formal power series z2 in positive rational powers of z with coefficients in a difference field J2 and exponents with common denominator k2. J2 is an extension of Ji. We obtain z3" from z2 by replacing each coefficient of the series by its transform and then replacing z by Zi. We now form zi from z3 ' by replacing z\/k~ by an appropriate expansion in powers of z. This expansion must be so chosen that its fcth power is the series substituted for z\,k in the preceding step.
We continue in this way to construct series z/, i= 1, 2, • • • , in powers of z, and z¡', i = 2, 3, • • • , in powers of Zi. The coefficients of zi lie in a difference field Ji. At each step we require a power series in z which when raised formally to the power kr, for some integer r, is the series z{. We must choose this series so that its kth power is the corresponding series used in the preceding step. Ci may now be obtained from Ci" by replacing z{, s = I/kr where r is a sufficiently large integer, by the power series in z substituted for z[ during the construction of the zi and z< '. We see that if C vanishes identically so does C[. The converse is also true. For if C is not identically zero neither is C{'. Then C{ begins with a nonzero term obtained from the first term of d", which cannot be cancelled by any other term.
25. It follows that the set of polynomials which are formally annulled when each y< is replaced by yi forms a reflexive difference ideal A.
It is obvious that A is prime, and that A holds A. A polynomial D of zero order cannot hold A. For it may be written as a product of linear factors in an algebraic extension of J, none of which is annulled by the substitution y0=yo' = u+Z. It follows that A is one of the prime reflexive ideals obtained from the basic sequences of A.
Every polynomial of A must be annulled by the yi. Now on substituting the y' into a polynomial C a term of zero degree in z is obtained which is equal to the result of substituting m¿ for y» in C. Since this term vanishes for every polynomial of A, A is annulled by the substitution y = M. Then A holds 2.
This proves the theorem. 26. Constructive methods. The procedure of Theorem IV enables us to construct all polynomials, of order not exceeding a given integer k, of the basic sequences of an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial A in an unknown y, and of equal order and effective order. Reference to the proof of Theorem IV will, in fact, show that in order to determine successively the polynomials of the basic sequences the operations which must be carried out are: first, formation of the remainder of a polynomial with respect to an ascending set; second, determination of the polynomials G¡ whenever a factorization (1) is possible. The first of these steps can obviously be carried out by an actual construction.
The second can be carried out, if the coefficient field is analytic, by the methods of § §50 and 55 of A.D.E. In the general case the treatment of §50 of A.D.E. must be replaced by the more general method to be found in van der Waerden's Moderne Algebra, vol. 1, p. 130. We have no means of deciding, in general, at what point in the construction of the basic sequences all factorizations have occurred. We cannot, therefore, complete with present techniques the problem of determining constructively the ordinary manifolds of a given difference polynomial. We may nevertheless solve the following problem:
Given an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial A in the unknown y and of equal order and effective order, it is desired to determine whether a given polynomial B is annulled by the general solution of A.
We know from the proof of Theorem IV that B will be annulled by an ordinary manifold of A if, and only if, it has zero remainder with respect to that portion of the corresponding basic sequence consisting of polynomials of order not greater than that of B. We may determine all ascending sets Bin, • ■ ■ , Bik which are beginnings of basic sequences of A, such that the order of Bik is that of B. Then for B to be annulled by the general solution of A it is necessary and sufficient that it have zero remainder with respect to each such ascending set.
27. Nature of the basic sets. We have studied the resolution of a polynomial A with the aid of its basic sequences. It is desirable to relate these sequences to the basic sets of the ideals connected with A. For this purpose we prove the following theorems :
28. Theorem VI. Let A be an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in the unknowns Ui, u2, • • • , uq; y. Then a basic set of the ideal \A\ is A.
Let A be of order n and degree r in y". Any polynomial in [/I ] must vanish for all algebraic solutions. It will be sufficient to prove that a polynomial reduced with respect to A (as a difference polynomial) cannot vanish for all algebraic solutions. This is obviously true of polynomials of order n or less. We shall assume it to be true of polynomials of order less than n+k and prove that it holds for polynomials of that order. Let R be any such polynomial. From the inductive hypothesis we see that there are algebraic solutions which do not annul the initial of R. But since R must be of degree less than r in yn+k the concluding remark of §14 shows that there is an algebraic solution for which R does not vanish. This proves the theorem. We have actually proved the following slightly stronger result :
A is the basic set of the polynomials, powers of which are linear combinations of it and its transforms. Indeed, all polynomials of this ideal are annulled by every algebraic solution, and so cannot be reduced with respect to A. 30. Examples of difference manifolds. We shall conclude this section of our paper by giving some examples of difference polynomials with complicated manifolds having lengthy basic sets. Such examples are necessary to show that the theory developed above is nontrivial.
31. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem VII I. Let F be a difference polynomial of zero order and degree n>\ which is algebraically irreducible in the field J. Let each element of J be equal to its transform. Let k be the largest integer such that ui, w2, (1) P/tere are n prime ideals in the decomposition of {F}.
(2) The basic set of each of these ideals contains a polynomial of first order and a polynomial linear in its highest transform.
(3) At least two of the ideals have polynomials of order k in their basic sets.
(4) None of the ideals has a polynomial of order exceeding k in its basic set.
Any automorphism of the field J(w,-, ■ • • , w") which leaves J fixed may be considered to define a transforming operation.
The o>,-, with their transforms defined by any such transforming operation, constitute a solution of P. Conversely any solution of F defines an automorphism of a subfield of 7(a>i, co2, • ■ ■ , «"). We extend this to an automorphism of J(o>i, co2, • • • , a>") by the specification that such w¡ as are not included in the subfield are to transform into themselves.
We observe that every solution of F is equal to one of its transforms of order n or less, and consequently to its transform of order n\. It follows that any irreducible manifold in the manifold of P has a basic set which terminates in a linear polynomial. Otherwise yn\-y, which must hold the manifold, would be reduced with respect to its basic set. There must be n prime ideals in the decomposition of {F} since the degrees in their highest transforms of the last polynomials in the basic sets must total n. It is evident that Pi -F is divisible by yi -y so that, in forming the basic sequences of F, a factorization
(1) will occur after a single transform has been taken. It follows that every irreducible manifold of F has a first order polynomial in its basic set. One such manifold is, of course, held by yi -y, and includes those solutions for which the transforming operation is the identical automorphism.
This completes the proof of statements (1) 33. Conversely, let us assume that a polynomial of order k or greater, in a basic sequence of F, is nonlinear in its highest transform.
We could then obtain a beginning of an algebraic solution co,,, co,2, • • • , «<,, r>k, which could be extended in two or more ways to algebraic solutions of a basic sequence. Each of these algebraic solutions would then become, when transforms are properly defined, a solution defining an automorphism of J(wi, • • • , o)n). Then there would be two such automorphisms and in each we would have cofl-»coíí? w.v,->w,-3, • • • , o),>_1->co¿,, r>k, contrary to the hypothesis of our theorem. We conclude that all polynomials of order k or greater in the basic sequences must be linear in their highest transforms. Then the basic sets of the irreducible manifolds of F will not contain polynomials of order exceeding k. We have shown that at least two such basic sets contain polynomials of order at least k. This proves the theorem.
34. Consider, as an example, the polynomial y4 -2y2 -1 whose roots are ±(1 ±21/2)1/2. We shall work in the field R of rational numbers. On subtracting this polynomial from its transform we obtained the factors yi -y, yi+y and y?+y2 -2. The former correspond to the identical automorphism and the automorphism -t-(l+21/2)1/2->-(l+21/2)1/2. We shall show that the latter factor is not reducible without further transforming.
From the original equation we see that y2 -2 = l/y2 and substituting this we obtain y\= -1/y2, yi= ±i/y, yiy= ±*. Thus if yx were in the field P((l+21/2)1/2) this field would contain i. Evidently it contains only real numbers. It follows that we must use the next transform to obtain a factorization of y\+y2 -2. Subtracting this polynomial from its transform we find the factors yi -y, y2+y. These correspond to the automorphisms: It is desirable to obtain examples of this sort for genuine difference equations of order greater than zero. To do this we let P be the homogeneous difference polynomial of order 1 obtained by substituting yi/y for y in F and multiplying by yn.
In any of the difference fields J(o)i, • • • , con), P separates into linear factors and the solutions annulling these factors are isomorphic to algebraic solutions of the form yi = ci>,y, y2 = o}jyi, • • ■ . All these solutions may be considered as solutions of P over the field J.
Conversely, if y is any solution of P as a polynomial in J, yi/y = Wi for some *, so that the solution will define some co,-and its transforms and be identical with a solution in one of the fields J(wi, • • • , con). Evidently the algebraic solution must be of the form yi = co¿y, y2 = cOjyi = coyco¿y and co¿, coy, ■ • • must constitute a succession of transforms of «;. The algebraic solutions of P are therefore merely the algebraic solutions of F multiplied by the appropriate transform of y.
We may now apply the reasoning of Theorem VIII to derive analogous statements concerning P(22). The polynomial yi -y is replaced by y2/yi -yi/y or y2y-y\ which is annulled by all solutions for which the transforming operation in J(coi, • • • , co") is the identical automorphism.
y<.»+i)i/ym-yi/y or y<n+i>ry-yniyi vanishes for all solutions and plays the same role as yn\ -y in Theorem VIII. The details of the proof may be left to the reader.
36
. As a final example we shall consider the polynomial Q=I+yP+y\, where p is any odd prime and the coefficient field is the field R of rational numbers. Qi -Q = yl -yp is divisible by y2 -y so that a factorization occurs at this point. We shall show that the factors of second order are not all linear.
Let co be a pth root of unity, co^ 1. We may define a transforming operation in P(co) by the automorphism co-ho*, for any i =1, 2, • • • , p -1. In any of the difference fields P(co), y\ -yv separates into linear factors from which we can determine algebraic solutions, isomorphic to solutions, of Q in this field. Such solutions have the form y, yi = ( -i-yp)llp, y2 = coy, y3 = coiyi = co{(-l-yp)llp, Now when Q is considered as a polynomial in R its basic sequences, except the one including y2 -y, must also have the algebraic solutions yi = ( -1-yp)1/p, y2 = coy, for some pth root co of unity. For given co there can exist but one beginning Q, S of a basic sequence which is annulled by this algebraic solution.
For the same co this solution, together with y3 = coiyi = co'( -1-yp)llp, for each i from 1 to p -1, is an algebraic solution of the beginning of a basic sequence of Q as a polynomial in some difference field obtained from P(co). From each such algebraic solution we obtain a solution of Q in an extension of R, and no two such solutions are isomorphic. Since they annul no polynomial of zero order, each of these solutions must be a general point of a prime ideal determined by a basic sequence of Q. Evidently each annuls Q, S, and to each must correspond a distinct algebraic solution of a continuation of Q, S, to a set of three polynomials.
There are then at least p -\ such extensions, so that 5 is of degree p -\. Evidently 5 and y2 -y are the only polynomials obtained at the first factorization.
We can compute the third polynomials in the basic sequences beginning (**) Of course k becomes k + i in (3) and (4) of Theorem VIII and polynomials of second order replace polynomials of the first order in (2).
with Q, S. For we have always (y3/yi)p = (y2/y)p = l so that y3/yi and y2/y are both roots of unity, and for some k we must have y3/yi = (y2/y) *. Then U(y¡yk~yiyi) holds the manifolds determined by Q, S. Evidently each irreducible manifold arising from Q, S is held by some polynomial ysyk -y\yi, and has therefore a polynomial linear in y3 following 5 in its basic sequence. We conclude that there must be p -\ such manifolds. The basic set of Q must then be(23).
All polynomials of the form l+yp+yî+ • ■ ■ +y« may be treated similarly.
Part III. Dimensionality and the resolvent 37. We shall consider systems of polynomials in unknowns Ui, ■ ■ ■ , uq; yii • • • i Vp> where the m< constitute a set of arbitrary unknowns. Transforms of the Ui and y¿ will be denoted by a second subscript.
For the basic sets of such systems we shall also employ a double subscript notation, denoting by ^4,o the polynomial introducing y¿ and by ^4¿i, • • • ,Atj, the other polynomials of the same class and successively higher orders. We shall refer to the Ain as the leaders of the basic set. The following theorem holds :
38. Theorem IX. In order that the ascending set Am, • • • , At-\j Aio, ■ ■ ■ , Apk, where the subscript i has any fixed value from 1 to p, be the basic set of a reflexive prime ideal with coefficients in the field J it is necessary and sufficient that:
(1) .4io, • • • , At-i,j be the basic set of a reflexive prime ideal 2 in the unknowns Mi, • ■ • , uq; yi, • • • , y;_i with coefficients in J.
(2) When the general point of 2 is substituted for U\, ■ ■ ■ , uq; yi, ■ ■ ■ , y,_i in Aio, ■ ■ ■ , Apii the latter become the basic set of a reflexive prime ideal in the unknowns y<, • • • , yp with coefficients in the remainder class field of 2.
We shall first prove necessity. Let A be a reflexive prime ideal with coefficients in a difference field J and with basic set Am, ■ ■ • , Ai-i,¡; Aio, • • • , Apk. We denote by 2 the ideal consisting of those polynomials of A which involve only the Uj and yi, • • ■ , y<-i. Evidently 2 is a reflexive prime ideal and has (ö) Since y3yr -y\ y\ is not reduced with respect to S, it is replaced in the basic set by its remainder with respect to Q, S. We let U'W hold d> and prove that either U' or V holds d>. We may assume that U' and V can actually be obtained from polynomials U and F with coefficients in J by the appropriate substitution. This situation may, if necessary, be brought about by multiplying the given polynomials by suitable elements of J' without affecting their inclusion in 4?.
There exists a polynomial P', which is a product of powers of initials and (M) This substitution is, of course, not unique, and we may even replace a given element of the general point in different ways in the same equation. T depends, of course, on the particular substitution used, but it is evident that it will always have the properties stated in the text. We note, for use in the next paragraph, that the polynomial C corresponding as above to a polynomial C with coefficients in J' may always be chosen so as to involve only the same power products of transforms .of y,+i, • • ■ , yp as occur in C.
The necessity of conditions (1) and (2) has now been completely verified. 39. We now consider an ascending set ^4io, • • • , Avk satisfying the given conditions. We shall prove that it is the basic set of a reflexive prime ideal. Let A be the ideal consisting of all polynomials which vanish for the solutions of Am, ■ ■ ■ , .4,-_i,j;.4,-o, • ■ ■ , Apk which are obtained by letting the arbitrary unknowns and yi, • • • , y,_i be elements of the general point of 2 used in condition (2) and yu • ■ ■ , yP be elements of a general point of <$. Then A is reflexive. We shall show that it is also prime.
Let ¿7Fhold A. We substitute for the arbitrary unknowns and yi, • • •, y._i of U and F a general point of 2 obtaining U' and V. If either U' or V is zero, U or F holds A. We assume this is not the case. Then U' V is annulled by the general point of 4> and is consequently in 4>. Since i> is prime, either U' or V, say U', holds 4>. Then U is in A. This proves the statement of the preceding paragraph. (1) and (2) and completes the proof of Theorem IX.
40. As a simple example of the ideals we are discussing, consider the pair of polynomials y\-x, y\ -(x+k) where k is any positive integer, in the field R(x) of rational functions of x, with the transform of x defined to be x + 1.
y\-x has a general solution consisting of one irreducible manifold. For if a factorization equation (1) of Part II could be obtained, there would exist an integer n such that (x+n)112 could be expressed rationally in terms of x112, (x + 1)1'2, • • • , (x+n -1)1/2. Any such rational expression returns to its original value as one traces a small circle about the point -n in the plane of the complex variable x, whereas (x+n)112 changes sign. It follows that the expressions cannot be equal, so that no factorization occurs. The same proof indicates that y\ -(x+k) will remain irreducible in the field obtained by adjoining to R the first k -1 transforms of yi. However, if we subtract from y\ -(x+k) the &th transform of y\-x we get y\-y\t = (y2-yift)(y2+yift). Evidently the system has two irreducible manifolds, one with basic set 2 yi -x, y2-y ik, and the other with basic set 2 ,
yi -x, y2+ yu.
These basic sets obviously satisfy the conditions of Theorem IX. The number of transforms required before factorization occurs is the [July integer k which can be made arbitrarily large. We see that this number is not limited by the degree or order of the polynomials. For this reason our methods will not suffice in general even for the construction ot the beginnings of basic sets of prime ideals involving several dependent unknowns.
41. Order and effective order of a prime ideal. We began the description of the dimensionality of a reflexive prime difference ideal in §1, where we proved that the number of arbitrary unknowns is a constant for the ideal. We shall now complete this description by defining the order and effective order of a reflexive prime ideal in any number of unknowns.
Let A, then, be a reflexive prime ideal in the unknowns U\, ■ ■ ■ , uq; yi, • • • , yp, the Ui arbitrary, with coefficients in a difference field J. Let Ç be the quotient field of the remainder classes of A. Then Ç contains a general point of A. We shall show that Ç is isomorphic to a field which is, in the algebraic sense, of finite degree of transcendence 5 over a difference field J(Vi) obtained by adjoining successively to J transformally transcendental elements »,-, i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q. Then s is the order of A. Let r be the smallest integer such that there exists a subfield X of Ç, isomorphic to a field of degree of transcendence r over J(v¡), and containing all but a finite number of the elements of Ç which are remainder classes of the y¿y. Then r is the effective order of A.
It is evident that 5 and r, if they exist, are independent of the ordering of the yn and, for p = I, coincide with the order and effective order as defined in Part II. Their values may vary with the choice of the set of arbitrary unknowns.
42. Before proceeding to the proof of the existence of 5 and r, and the determination of their values, we must construct, by means of Theorem IX, a set of ideals 2i, • • ■ , 2P. Let i = 2 in the statement of Theorem IX. Then the ideal 2 of that theorem is the ideal we shall now call 2i. It will consist of all polynomials of A which are free of y2, • • • , yp. To the corresponding ideal «S we again apply Theorem IX with i = 2, and define 2' and $'. 2' is the prime ideal consisting of all polynomials of <ï> in y2 only, while 4>' is the ideal in ys, • • • , yp defined by the procedure of Theorem IX. 2' is the ideal we shall designate as 22. From <$', by a further application of the same procedure, we obtain 23 and <3?". Eventually we get all the 2,.
We now construct a general point of A. Let Ui = Vi, i= 1, 2, • ■ ■ , q; and let yi be given its value in a general point of 2i with Ui=Vi. Adjoining this solution to J we obtain the field Ji(Vi). 22, • • • , 2P may be constructed using this general point for 2i. To this field we adjoin a value of y2 which is a general point of 22, forming J2(Vi). We continue this procedure adjoining successively the general points of each 2,, i = 3, 4, • • • , p, as values of y3, ■ • • , yp, and forming successively the fields Js(vi), Jí(ví), ■ ■ ■ , JP(v/). The resulting solution is a general point of A, for we observe, by successive applications of Theorem IX, that A consists of all polynomials annulled by the indicated solution of the 2,-. The field JP(v¡) contains a general point of A. But every element of %(vi) is either in y or is a rational combination, with coefficients in J, of elements of the general point. Then yp(vi) is isomorphic with Ç, the quotient field of the remainder classes of A. Evidently 5p(»<) is of degree of transcendence over y(vi) equal to the sum of the orders of the 2,-. But this quantity is 5. Since the order of each 2,-is equal to the order of the first polynomial in its basic set, 5 equals the sum of the orders of the leaders of a basic set of A in the unknown of highest class which they respectively involve. 43. The existence of a finite r follows from that of 5, since r cannot exceed 5.
To determine rwe make the substitution Zi = yiiti, i = I, 2, ■ • ■ , p, the U positive integers to be specified later. Those polynomials of A which can sustain this substitution become the polynomials of a reflexive prime ideal A+ in the z¿. A+ is of the same effective order as A. Let yq-ay be the values of the general point solution of A constructed in the previous paragraph. Then Zij = a.ik, k=j+ti, will be the general point of A+. We see that for large U this general point will lie in a field isomorphic to a subfield of the subfield X used to define the effective order of A. In that case A will be of equal order and effective order.
Let ideals 2* be constructed from A+ as the 2,-were constructed from A. 27/ consists of all polynomials of A+ in zi and the m¿ only. Then 2+ can be obtained from 2i by making the transformation Zi = yitil wherever possible in the polynomials of 2X. zi¡ = ai,j+h will be a general point of 27/. 2^ consists of those polynomials of A in yi, y2 and the m¿ only, in which the substitutions Zi = yi,í!, S2 = y2,í¡¡ and then the substitution ai,j+t1m'iUi have been made. In general 2// consists of those polynomials of A in which the substitutions 44. Let Si be the difference between the order and effective order of .4io. We choose a transform of .4.20 which is free of yu, i<Si. Let 52 be the difference between its order and effective order in y2. We choose a transform of .(43o free of yi¿, *'<ii, and y2¡, j<s2, and let s3 be the difference between its order and effective order in y3. Similarly we define Si, s5, ■ • • , sP. Then the transformation wi = y¿,,¡ carries a transform of each Aio into a polynomial 4f'0 whose order and effective order are equal. We now let ti = t+Si, where t is chosen sufficiently large so that A+ is of equal order and effective order for the resulting /<. The transformation Zi=y¿,¡i=w;¡ carries the tth transform of each A¡a into a polynomial Aio of equal order and effective order in z*.
To compute the effective order of A we need merely find the order of A+, and this is the sum of the orders of the 27/. Now each 27/ is held by a polynomial .4,0 whose order in z, is the effective order of Aio in y,-. Let us suppose that there isak^p such that 2T/ is held by a polynomial B+ of order less than the order of Ai0. If in P+we replace Zk by yft,ftwe obtain a polynomial B of 2ft of effective order less than that of ^4ft0 in yk. But the first polynomial of the basic set of 2* is of effective order equal to that of Akn in yk-Then 2* is of this effective order. Thus B+ cannot exist. We see that every 2/" is of order equal to the effective order of Ain in y¿. The effective order r of A is the sum of these orders and is therefore the sum of the effective orders of the ^4i0 in the y¿.
These results enable us to describe the dimensionality of any reflexive prime difference ideal first by means of the number of arbitrary unknowns, a constant for the ideal as proved in Theorem III, and second by means of its order and effective order which have been defined above. For the order and effective order the following theorem holds: Theorem X. The order and effective order of a reflexive prime ideal are equal to the sum of the orders and the sum of the effective orders respectively of the leaders of a basic set of the ideal in the unknowns which each leader respectively introduces.
45. Quasi-linear systems. A nontrivial reflexive prime ideal 2 of difference polynomials in the unknowns yu ■ ■ • , yp with coefficients in the field y shall be said to be quasi-linear if, in every extension of J, there exists at most one set of values of yi, • ■ • , yp which annuls the polynomials of 2.
A quasi-linear system may not be held by linear zero-order polynomials in its unknowns. For example, let us adjoin to the field R of complex numbers, with the transform of each number defined to be equal to the number itself, an element k satisfying the equation yi -y2 = 0. This may be accomplished in an abstract field by adjoining the general point of {yi -y2} whose existence is assured by Theorem IV, or analytically by adjoining the function e", where m = 22.
Considering the abstract case, we know that the difference field R(k) is isomorphic, so far as the algebraic operations are concerned, with the field obtained by adjoining to R an algebraic solution of yi -y2-Let y=a, where a is transcendental over R, be the first element of an algebraic solution. We solve successively for yu y2, • • • from the equation yi -y2 = 0 and its transforms. On account of the linearity of these equations every y¿ lies in the field R(a), where the adjunction is now made in the sense of algebra. Then R(k) is isomorphic in the sense of algebra to this field, and k corresponds to a under this isomorphism. Since R(oc) does not contain an element whose cube is a, R(k) does not contain an element whose cube is k. We consider the equation y3 -k = 0, which is algebraically irreducible in R(k).
Taking the transform of this equation and using the relation ki = k2 we obtain y\-y6 = 0. yl -y6 has the irreducible factor yi -y2, so that y3 -k, yi-y2 is the basic set of a prime ideal 2. We shall show that 2 is quasi- Theorem IV shows that 2 has solutions. Let y = a be a solution of 2 in any extension R' of R(k). Evidently oti=a2. The only other solutions of y3 -k = 0 in R' or any extension of R' are ß = coa, y = ui2a, where co is a complex cube root of unity. But ßi = coo¡i = coa2 ¿¿ß2, yi = ci>2ai = o)2a2¿¿y2. Then ß and 7 do not annul yi -y2, and so do not annul 2. Thus y=a is the only solution of 2 in any extension of R'.
46. We shall prove the following theorem. Assume that some Aio is not of zero effective order in y,-. We adjoin to y the general point of 2 forming a field Ç. Let Ji be the field consisting of those elements of Ç which are algebraic over J.
The set of all polynomials with coefficients in yx which vanish for the general point we have just considered forms a prime ideal 2i. Obviously, a polynomial with coefficients in y is in 2i if and only if it is in 2. 2i is quasilinear, for its solutions are solutions of 2. Some leader of the basic set of 2X is not of effective order zero. Otherwise 2i would have by Theorem X a general point solution in which all but a finite number of the yn are algebraic over Ji and therefore over J. This general point solution would also be a general point of 2. For, otherwise, it would annul a polynomial with coefficients in y which is not in 2. But, by a previous remark, no such polynomial is in 2i. Our assumption about the .4ío shows that 2 cannot have a general point of this character.
We may assume that 2X is of equal order and effective order. For, if it is not, it may be replaced in all that follows by an ideal with this property obtained from it by a substitution of the form Zi=yi,ir Let Go, Cn, • • • , Cir; C2o, • • • , C"« be a basic set of 2i. We construct the prime algebraic ideals $ft consisting of all polynomials of 2i of order not exceeding k in each y¿. We order the y a in <f>i so that y a precedes ym" if i<m or iii = m and i <n. For each k we choose a basic set of $*. It is evident that, if k is sufficiently large, the polynomials of class t in the basic set of 2t can be formed from the polynomials introducing the ytj in a basic set of $>*, by the procedure used in Theorem VII for extracting a basic set from a basic se-(26) We might have considered the simpler basic set yl-k, y\-k in the field obtained by adjoining k to the rational numbers only. This system is also easily seen to be quasi-linear. However, y2-k becomes reducible if inverse transforms of k are adjoined to the coefficient field, and one might be led to think that the absence of inverse transforms is an essential feature of the phenomenon. Our example in the text shows it is not, since this example evidently remains valid when inverse transforms of k are adjoined.
quence. In particular we may thus obtain the basic set Go, • • • , Gr;
Go, • ■ ■ , G" of 2i.
Let us consider an extension X of the coefficient field Ji such that 2i has a general point in an extension of X, and with the following property: for any k the set tyk of polynomials in X, of order not exceeding k in each y,-, which are annulled by every general point of $k in an extension of X constitutes a prime system having the same basic set as 4>ft. A general point of the prime difference ideal 2X furnishes a general point of every $>* and therefore annuls every tyk.
We shall need the following observation:
We may choose for a basic set of tyk a basic set of 4>t. Let P be a product of powers of initials of the polynomials of this basic set. Then the transform of P is not annulled by a general point of 2i and so is not in tyk+i.
hetty be the union of thetyk-ty is a difference ideal. For suppose 5 is in ty. Then 5 has zero remainder with respect to the basic set of some tyk. Taking the transform of the equation which expresses this fact we see that the product of the transform Si of 5 by a polynomial not in tyk+i is a linear combination of polynomials of tyk+i-Then Si is in tyk+i and therefore in ty.
ty is annulled by the general point of 2i in an extension of X. We shall see that ty is a prime reflexive ideal. It is prime in consequence of the fact that the tyk are prime. To prove that ty is reflexive let 5 be a polynomial which does not hold ty. We shall assume that its transform Si holds ty and obtain a contradiction.
Since 5 is in no tyk there is a polynomial T which is a linear combination of 5 and the polynomials of some tyk and is of lower order than Go in y i for every i from 1 to n. Pi, the transform of T, must hold ty and is therefore annulled by every general point of i>m for some m.
We may assume that m is sufficiently large so that the set Go, • • • , G, may be extracted from a basic set of tym-Let Dm, ■ ■ ■ , D2o, ■ ■ ■ , Dnt be a basic set of tym, where Da introduces a transform of y,-. Evidently Dm = Cm and the unconditioned unknowns of tym are those ytJ-with j less than the order of Di0 in y,-.
Let yip be the highest transform of yi appearing in Z>io. Then Pi involves no transform of yi of order exceeding p. Pi is free of yio, which appears effectively in Dm-It follows that the resultant R of Pi and Dm with respect to yip is a nonzero polynomial. The ascending set formed by selecting the polynomials of the form Dij from the basic set of tym has a regular solution not annulling R or the coefficients of the power products of the y,y, *>1, in P*2o, • • • , Dnt-Then this solution does not annul Pi.
Let the transforms of yi be replaced in Pi and P>2o, • • • , D"t by the values of this regular solution giving a nonzero polynomial T[, and an ascending set D20, • ■ • , D'm which is the basic set of a prime system.
T[ is free of y2o, which appears in D^, and it involves no y2k higher than those present in D20. Replacing D20, if necessary, by an irreducible factor we may repeat the preceding construction and obtain a regular solution of the ascending set formed by the polynomials D2¡ which does not annul Pi or the coefficients of power products of the y a, i>2, in P>30, • ■ • , D'm.
We continue this process for each Dm-The resulting values of the y¡ form a regular solution of Dm, • • • , Dnt, and therefore a solution of tym, which does not annul Pi. This contradicts our assumption, so that ty must be a reflexive ideal. Since the ty{ have the same relation to ty that the €>,-have to 2i we see that Go, • • • , G« is a basic set of ty.
We shall now show that Ç is an extension of Ji satisfying the condition imposed on X in the preceding paragraph. This will follow if we can show that an algebraically irreducible resolvent Rk of <!>* remains algebraically irreducible in Ç(26). We shall show, indeed, that every polynomial irreducible in Ji is irreducible in Ç. Consider a polynomial 5. Choose its initial for some ordering of the unknowns, then the initial of its initial, and so on, till an element of the coefficient field results. Without loss of generality we may assume that this element is +1 and place a similar restriction on the factors of 5 in any field. Then the factorization is unique. If 5 is a polynomial in one unknown it separates into linear factors in some algebraic extension of Ji. Then all possible factors of 5 satisfying our restriction on the initials are products of these linear factors and have coefficients algebraic over Ji. Now every element of Ç which is algebraic over Ji is in Ji. Consequently any factor of S with coefficients in (^has coefficients in Ji, and if S is irreducible in Ji it must be irreducible in Ç. If S is a polynomial in several unknowns its factors may be found by modifying appropriate factors of a related polynomial in one unknown, with coefficients in the same field(27). It follows again that S has identical factorizations in Ji and Ç, so that an irreducible 5 remains irreducible in Ç. Our statement concerning Ç is proved, and we see that Go, • • • , Cm is the basic set of a reflexive prime ideal ty with coefficients in Q, which is annulled by a general point of 2i. Now 2i has a general point which lies in Ç and is a solution of ty. It must be the only solution of ty, for otherwise 2X would not be quasi-linear. It (2S) For then Rk, and the linear equations determining the unknowns of 3>t in terms of the resolvent unknown w, form the basic set of a prime system Tk in Ç. Let ^'k be the set of polynomials in Tt free of w. A general point of *¡t, together with the corresponding value of w, furnishes a regular solution of the basic set of Tk and consequently annuls all polynomials of ..Conversely, suppose a polynomial B with coefficients in Q is annulled by every general point of <£* in any extension of Q. Then B vanishes for a general point of T*, constructed from a general point of *t, and is therefore in ^.Then *t is precisely the ideal *t we defined above. Both ** and *j, are of the same degree, namely that of Rk. Then the basic set of *i is a basic set of *¡t. For, if not, the product of the degrees of the polynomials of a basic set of *¡t will be lower than the corresponding product for <£*. But these products are the degrees of the ideals and must therefore be equal. Thus our statement is proved.
(") See van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra, 1st ed., vol. 1, p. 129.
follows that the basic set of ty consists of linear zero-order polynomials. This contradicts the fact that Go, • • • , C", is a basic set of ty, and some Go is not of zero order. Thus Theorem XI is established(28).
47. Let 2 be a nontrivial prime ideal in the field y with unknowns Mi> " " 48. The resolvent of a prime ideal. We shall require the following lemma. Let y be any difference field which contains an element c not equal to any of its transforms.
Let G be a polynomial not identically zero, in unknowns yi, ■ • • > yn-There exist elements a\, ■ ■ • , an of y (dependent on G) which do not annul G when substituted for the yt. Evidently it will be sufficient to consider only polynomials G in one unknown. We shall show that, if any polynomial G, in the unknown y, is annulled by all elements of 7, then a linear homogeneous polynomial is annulled by all elements of J. 49 . We write G = Go+Gi-r-• ■ • +Gr, where each G¿ is homogeneous and of total degree i in the transforms of y. Substituting ky for y, where k is any rational number, we obtain (2) G(ky) = Go + kGi + ■ ■ ■ + ¥Gi +-h krGr.
G(ky) vanishes for all y in y and all rational values of k. It follows that each Gi must vanish for all y in J. Some G" say Ge, is not identically zero. Ge is a (28) ffjg hypothesis of Theorem XI is so stated as to exclude the possibility that S has arbitrary unknowns. It is not necessary, however, to include this condition in the hypothesis. If it is omitted the proof may be carried out with only verbal changes, and the contradiction will be obtained if either S has arbitrary unknowns, or some Aio is not of effective order zero.
homogeneous polynomial annulled by all y in y.
50. Let if be a homogeneous polynomial of lowest possible total degree which is annulled by all y in y. We substitute y+z for y in H and obtain Here the derivative symbols are used in their obvious formal sense, and k is the degree and r the order of H. Evidently H(y+z) vanishes for all y and z in J. Some polynomial dH/dyt is not identically zero. It does not vanish for all y in y since it is homogeneous and of lower degree than H. We choose y in y so that it does not annul all dH/dyi and substitute this value of y in (3). The right-hand member of (3) becomes a difference polynomial in z which is annulled by all z in y and which contains terms of first degree in z and its transforms.
Our proof above shows that the terms of first degree taken by themselves must constitute a polynomial which is annulled by all z in y. This proves our statement that, if any polynomial has this property, then there is a homogeneous linear polynomial with the property. 51. It is well known that the solutions of a linear homogeneous difference equation of order n are linear combinations with constant coefficients of n independent solutions, where by "constant" is meant an element, not necessarily :n y, which is equal to its first transform. To complete the proof of the lemma we shall show that, for arbitrary n, y contains more than n elements linearly independent with respect to constants. Then not all elements of y can annul any linear homogeneous difference polynomial.
We may choose 1/c, l/(c-fT), I/(c+2), • • • , l/(c+w) as a set of n + i linearly independent elements. Suppose there exists a relation ao/c+ai/(c+l) + • ■ ■ +an/(c+n) =0, with the c¡ constants which are not all zero. On multiplying the left-hand member by c(c + l) • ■ • (c+n) we obtain a polynomial in c whose coefficients are linear homogeneous expressions in the <z¡ with integral coefficients. This polynomial must, for appropriate constant ait either be annulled by c or be identically zero. The former alternative is impossible since it would result in c being equal to one of its transforms. The latter requires that the a{ satisfy a system of linear homogeneous equations with integral coefficients.
If such a system has nonzero solutions, it has nonzero solutions which are rational.
For such solutions the function, a0/x+ai/(x + I)+ ■ ■ ■ +an/(x+n), of the complex variable x, would be We shall show, indeed, that T is an element of A^. For the remainder class of yi -Zi is not zero by our assumption concerning A. It then follows from (c) that T is a rational combination of the remainder classes of the yt-, Zi, and X2, • • • , Xp. Thus the existence of the required nonzero difference polynomial is established.
54. We may again proceed as in §25 of A.D.E., using the lemma established above, or the method of §26 of A.D.E. if there are arbitrary unknowns, to replace the Xi by ju¿. In this way the proof of our statements may be completed. 55. We let Q=ßiyi+Hiyi+ ■ ■ ■ +tíPyP.
We introduce an unknown w and adjoin to 2 the polynomial w -Q. We denote by II the ideal {w -Q, 2}. We shall prove that II is a reflexive prime ideal.
Those polynomials in II which are free of w are in 2. Let BC hold II. Substituting Q for w in B and C we obtain B' and C respectively. B'C holds 2. Then either B' or C, say B', holds 2. Then B holds IL The reflexivity of II follows from its definition as a perfect ideal. 56. It is held by a polynomial in w and the m< alone. To see this we adjoin to y the general point of II forming a field Ç. It is sufficient to adjoin those elements which correspond to the m¿ and y¿ only, since w is given by a rational combination of such elements. The elements of Ç corresponding to the m,-and y i annul all polynomials of 2 and no other polynomial in the y< and u{ alone. It follows that they are isomorphic to the general point of 2, so that Ç" is isomorphic to the field obtained by adjoining to y the general point of 2. Therefore Ç may be constructed by adjoining to y transcendentals corresponding to the Un to form y(Vi), and then making a finite number r of transcendental adjunctionsfollowed byalgebraic adjunctions toy(v¡). Consequently any r + \ members of Ç satisfy an algebraic equation with coefficients in y(Vi). In particular the elements corresponding to w and its first r transforms satisfy such an equation.
Replacing elements of y(v¡) by corresponding rational expressions in the m.-j-, and multiplying the resulting equation by a suitable polynomial in the u,¡, we obtain a nonzero difference polynomial in w and the «,-of order not exceeding r in w, which is annulled by the general point of II, and consequently holds II. Since the field obtained by adjoining to y a general point of II is isomorphic to that obtained by adjoining a general point of 2, u and 2 are of equal order and equal effective order.
57. The method of constructing II shows that it is a quasi-linear system in the y¿. We list the unknowns of II in the order Ui, • ■ • , ug; w; yi, ■ ■ • , yp. The Ui constitute a set of arbitrary unknowns. We choose a basic set for II, A, Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ak; Am, ■ ■ ■ , Aps, where A introduces w, and each Am introduces yi. Evidently each Am is of zero effective order in yt. It follows that the effective order of A is equal to that of 2. When, in particular, 2 is of equal order and effective order, A is also, its order equals that of 2, and each Am is of zero order.
Combining the results we have proved above we obtain:
Theorem XII. Let 2 be a reflexive prime ideal in the unknowns «i, • • • , uq; yi, ■ • ■ , yp with coefficients in a difference field y. Let there exist m¿, or let y contain an element c which is not equal to any of its transforms. There exists a linear combination w of the y¿, with coefficients which are polynomials in the Ui or elements of y if there are no «,-, such that:
1. There exists a reflexive prime ideal H in the uit w, and the y,-, which is quasi-linear in the y¿.
2. The solutions of 2 and the corresponding w constitute the totality of solutions of n.
3. The Ui constitute a set of arbitrary unknowns for II. 4. If the unknowns of U are given the ordering Ui, m2, • • • , uq; w; yi, y2, • • • , yP, then the first polynomial of a basic set of II is of effective order in w equal to the effective order of the ideal 2, the remaining leaders of the basic set of II, introducing the y,-, are of zero effective order in the unknowns they introduce, and the sum of the orders of the leaders of the basic set of II in the unknowns they introduce is the order of the ideal 2.
5. If Hi is of equal order and effective order, the first polynomial in a basic set of II with the ordering of the unknowns given in (4) above is of this order and this effective order, and the remaining leaders of the basic set are of zero order in the unknowns they introduce.
58. As an example consider the prime ideal 2 in the field R of rational functions of x with rational coefficients, with basic set: yi -y2, z2-y, zi -y.
The example discussed in footnote 25 indicates that the conditions of Theorem IX are satisfied, so that we are dealing with the basic set of a reflexive prime ideal. The equation Zi =y indicates that z is uniquely determined by y in any extension of R.
For the resolvent we first choose w = y. Evidently y and z are uniquely determined by w. Furthermore, z2 -y, Z\ -y will remain the basic set of a prime ideal in the field obtained by adjoining solutions for y and w to R, when y is replaced by its value in this solution. Consequently, the basic set of II will be Wi -w2, y -w, z2 -w, zi -w.
These relations are quasi-linear but not linear. On the other hand, let us choose as resolvent w = z. Then w2 = Wi = y. We have for the basic set of II: Wi -w2, y-w2, z -w. Here y and z are determined by linear equations in w.
Whether there exists for every prime ideal 2 some resolvent in terms of which the yt may be determined by actually linear equations is an interesting problem which remains unsolved.
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